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By exploiting the excitation of a Bloch surface wave at a wavelength �=670 nm, we observe a
diffraction enhancement of more than 45 times from a rabbit IgG protein grating printed on a-SiN:H
multilayers. Our results demonstrate that the use of surface states in dielectric multilayers is very
promising for the realization of the next generation of diffraction-based biosensors. © 2009
American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.3076101�

Bloch surface waves �BSWs� are electromagnetic field
excitations that are confined near the interface separating a
photonic crystal �PhC� from a dielectric homogeneous me-
dium, and which propagate along that interface.1 In a BSW,
the electromagnetic field is confined close to the PhC surface
by the photonic gap, which prevents light propagation in the
periodic structure, and by the total internal reflection, which
results in an exponential decay of the field in the homoge-
neous medium.2 BSWs can be considered the dielectric ana-
logs of surface plasmons �SPs�, although both the light con-
finement mechanism and a host of other properties are
different for these two types of field excitations.3 In one-
dimensional systems, BSWs exist for both transverse-electric
�TE� and transverse-magnetic polarizations, unlike SPs, and
their dispersion relations can be tailored by changing the
structural parameters of the system. Moreover, since the use
of metal is not required to fabricate a structure supporting
BSWs, these excitations are free from absorption losses
when transparent materials at the desired wavelength are
considered. On the other hand, SPs allow light confinement
well below the diffraction limit, an effect generally not ob-
served in BSWs, where the field may extend into the PhC for
several periods, depending on the refractive index contrast
and the mode position in the photonic gap.4 Nonetheless,
with the current development of plasmonic device for appli-
cations in the most diverse research fields, it is not surprising
that there is a renewed interest in the study of BSWs,5–7

which have been known since the late 1970s.1

The use of BSWs is particularly promising for applica-
tion to optical biosensing, where the capability to guide and
confine light in micro- and nanostructures can be exploited
both to reduce detector size and to enhance sensitivity by
increasing the effective light-matter interaction.8–12 Of
course, SP-based optical sensors have enjoyed great success
because of their high sensitivity and ease of fabrication.
Many of them exploit the strong dependence of the SP dis-
persion on the refractive index of the ambient at the metal
surface. Small refractive index changes, induced, for ex-
ample, by the adsorption of a molecule on the surface, can

lead to a shift in the SP that can be optically detected.9 Since
the fabrication of multilayer dielectric structures is already a
mature technology, the similarity between BSWs and SPs
suggests that periodic dielectric stacks could, in certain
cases, substitute for metal in many SP biosensors, leading to
an improvement in sensitivity through a reduction of mode
propagation losses.5

In a previous work,13 we proposed the use of BSWs to
enhance the diffraction intensity from protein gratings typi-
cally used in diffraction-based biosensors. In these devices,
the quadratic dependence of the diffraction intensity on the
grating height is exploited to detect protein adsorption on the
grating surface.14 The diffracted signal is usually very
small—about 10−5 the intensity of the specularly reflected
light—and thus light confinement strategies to increase the
interaction time between the light and the grating, using SPs
or BSWs, can lead to an important enhancement of the dif-
fraction signal.15

In this work, we demonstrate diffraction enhancement
for a protein grating printed on an amorphous silicon nitride
�a-Si1−xNx :H� multilayer when a BSW is excited by the in-
cident beam. The observed signal intensity of the first dif-
fraction order ��1� is more than 45 times larger than that
produced by the same grating when fabricated directly on a
glass substrate �see Fig. 1�a��.

The sample structure is an a-Si1−xNx :H multilayer,
grown by plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition on a
7059 Corning glass substrate.16,17 The first layer is 32 nm of
a-Si0.45N0.55:H followed by seven periods of a unit cell com-
posed of 145 nm of a-Si3N4:H and 135 nm of a-Si0.45N0.55H.
A protein grating is applied to the first layer of the sample by
microcontact printing, using a polydimethylsiloxane stamp
inked with 40 �l of 50 �g /ml rabbit IgG in phosphate buff-
ered saline �PBS� solution, as illustrated in Ref. 14. The final
grating is about 4 nm high, with a period ��4.85 �m and
air fraction f �0.5, as confirmed by atomic force microscopy
�AFM� images shown in Figs. 1�b� and 1�c�.

In Fig. 2, we show the dispersion relation in the x direc-
tion of the TE-polarized BSW for the corresponding infinite
a-Si1−xNx :H multilayer. The surface mode lies below the air
light line and within the photonic band gap. The position ofa�Electronic mail: liscidini@physics.utoronto.ca.
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the photonic gap depends on the material refractive indices
and the unit cell composition, but not on the homogeneous
medium properties nor on the thickness of the first layer. In
this sense, the photonic gap can be considered a bulk prop-
erty of the truncated PhC. On the other hand, the dispersion
of the surface mode is strongly affected by the external me-
dium refractive index and by the dielectric stack termination.
Our goal here is to demonstrate diffraction enhancement in
air at a wavelength of �=670 nm. Nonetheless, we designed
the multilayer to work over a wide frequency range and with
different external media, such as water-based physiological
solutions suitable for biological assays, with a higher refrac-
tive index that would result in a light line lower than that of
the air. In the design, it is also important to consider that the
real structure is finite and grown on a Corning 7059 substrate
�n=1.55 at �=670 nm�, the thickness of which is typically

1–2 mm. In this structure, one is able to excite the BSW in
the Kretschmann configuration �that is, exciting from the
Corning side� only when the mode is above the substrate
light line, so the field can propagate in the substrate. Hence
in the finite structure, the BSW is more accurately described
as a leaky mode. The refractive index contrast in the
multilayer is small ��n�0.19 at �=670 nm�, and in such
structures the use of BSWs leads to great flexibility in the
design. Indeed, here the confinement mechanism in the
multilayer is based on the photonic gap and does not rely
completely on total internal reflection as it would in a slab
waveguide.

The multilayer was characterized before and after the
grating fabrication by means of wavelength- and angle-
resolved attenuated total internal reflection �ATR�
measurements18 performed in the Kretschmann configuration
using a silica hemisphere �see Fig. 1�a��. This allows us to
excite the BSW mode of the structure for different angles of
incidence, thus mapping out the dispersion relation of the
mode. Our structure can be thought of as a multilayer wave-
guide, and so in addition to the BSW, there are modes that lie
outside of the photonic gap and are confined in the structure
by simple total internal reflectance. When a mode is excited,
scattering and absorption losses are enhanced due to the field
localization in the structure, and we observe a decrease in the
reflected light.

The experimental �a� and theoretical �b� ATR results are
shown in Fig. 3. The calculations are performed using a stan-
dard Fourier modal method, where we take into account the
dispersion in the refractive index.19 In this frequency range,
material absorption can almost be neglected, but we have to
consider scattering losses at the multilayer interfaces. We
describe these by introducing a small imaginary part to the
effective silicon nitride dielectric function ��=�1+ i�2�. In
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FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Sample and ATR experiment scheme. �b� AFM
error signal image of the protein grating printed on the top of the
a-Si1−xNx :H sample. �c� Height profile of the protein grating along the red
line on panel �b�.

FIG. 2. �Color online� TE BSW dispersion �solid red� for a a-Si1−xNx :H
multilayer. The unit cell is composed of 135 nm of a-Si0.45N0.55:H and 145
nm of a-Si3N4:H. The first layer is 32 nm of a-Si0.45N0.55:H. The external
medium is air �n=1�. The length of the vector G represents the momentum
contribution provided by a one-dimensional grating of period �=4.85 �m.
Light lines for air �dashed black� and Corning 7059 �n=1.55� �dotted blue�
are shown.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Experimental �a� and theoretical �b� ATR spectra as a
function of the angle of incidence for the a-Si1−xNx :H multilayer with N
=7 periods. The unit cell is composed of 135 nm of a-Si0.45N0.55:H and 145
nm of a-Si3N4:H. The first layer is 32 nm of a-Si0.45N0.55:H. The external
medium is air �n=1�, and the ATR spectra are taken in Kretschmann con-
figuration using a hemispherical silica prism.
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line with the phenomenological nature of this description, we
assume �2 to be independent of the wavelength and the sili-
con concentration, and we determine its value through a fit of
the experimental data at �=670 nm. We find that with a
value of �2=0.5�10−3, we obtain good agreement between
experimental results and the theoretical calculation. Note that
such a small absorption affects only the width of the reso-
nances but not their position. In a future communication, we
plan to turn to a more realistic description of the effects of
scattering on the spectrum.

To establish a reference for our experiments, the same
deposition technique was used to imprint a grating on a bare
Corning substrate. To calculate a diffraction enhancement
factor, we divided the diffraction intensity of the multilay-
ered system by that obtained with the simple Corning sub-
strate. The enhancement for the first backward diffraction
order �i.e., kd=kinc−G, where kd and kinc are the wave vectors
components along x̂ of the diffracted and incident beams,
respectively, and G is the momentum contribution provided
by the grating� is plotted in Fig. 4 as a function of the angle
of incidence at a wavelength of �=670 nm. We also show
the theoretical diffraction enhancement, calculated using the
Fourier modal method where no fitting parameters are used.
Both the experimental and theoretical curves show two
peaks, at 	=59.2° and 	=73.6°, that correspond to the band
edge and the BSW mode, respectively. When the BSW is
excited, the field is highly localized at the multilayer surface

and the measured diffraction intensity is 46 times larger than
for the reference sample. In the stop band, between 60° and
70°, the diffraction is suppressed by the multilayer reflec-
tance, which limits the interaction between the incoming
beam and the grating. Although an enhancement is expected
at the band edge, especially when the number of periods is
large, this is in general less than when a BSW is excited,
since at the band edge the field is distributed in the whole
multilayer and not localized near the grating.13 In this struc-
ture, which has a small dielectric contrast and is composed of
seven periods, there is no advantage to work at the band
edge. The experimental trends are predicted by the theory,
where our phenomenological treatment of scattering effects,
although approximate, gives qualitative agreement with ex-
periment.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a 45-fold enhance-
ment in the diffraction efficiency at �=670 nm of a thin
�4 nm high� protein grating imprinted on an a-Si1−xNx :H
multilayer. This enhancement is due to the strong field local-
ization at the surface of the structure when a BSW is excited.
Since an enhancement of the diffracted signal leads to an
increase in device sensitivity,4,15 our results confirm that the
use of structures supporting BSWs may find important appli-
cation in the field of diffraction-based biosensors.
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Experimental �points� and theoretical �solid line�
diffraction enhancement as a function of the angle of incidence of the
first diffraction order �m=−1� for a protein grating �n=1.45� of height
h=4 nm and period �=4.85 �m printed onto the a-Si1−xNx :H multilayer
with N=7 periods. The diffraction enhancement is evaluated with respect to
the case of the same protein grating printed on a 7059 substrate. The exter-
nal medium is air �n=1� and the BSW is excited in Kretschmann configu-
ration using a hemispherical silica prism.
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